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Suite 1101, 302 Bay Street, 
Toronto 105, Ontario

April 16, 1970.

Mr. Larry F. Labow,
President,
Daering Explorers Corporation
Limited,
Suite 701,
17 Queen Street East,
Toronto l, Ontario.

Dear Mr. Labow:

Submitted herewith is a report on:

GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS 
GRAYSTONE LAKE CLAIMS 
PATRICIA MINING DIVISION 

ONTARIO

Ten claims lying south of Graystone Lake north of 
Sturgeon Lake were covered by ground magnetometer and 
electromagnetic surveys. Of the four zones of anomalous 
conductivity thought to be caused by sulphide mineralization 
within acidic pyroclastic rocks, two should be investigated 
by diamond drilling. The iron formation in the southeast 
corner of the claim group must be investigated by surface 
prospecting to determine its mode of origin.

It is recommended that 900 feet of diamond drilling 
be completed to determine the causes of these anomalies. The 
cost of this drilling is estimated to be $9,000.00.
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GENERAL

The following listed claims lying south of Graystone 

Lake in the Penassi Lake Area of the Patricia Mining Division 

were covered by magnetometer and electromagnetic surveys. These 

claims are registered in the name of Larry F. Labow, Mining 

Licence A 35604, of 54 Heathcote Ave., Willowdale, Ontario.

GRAYSTONE LAKE CLAIMS

246833 246839

246834 246840

246835 246841

246842

246843

246844

246845

The claims lie east of the Ignace to Savant Lake 

highway south of Graystone Lake. A secondary road to Cobb Bay 

trends easterly off the highway through the south central part 

of the claim group.

The work was carried out by the staff of W. G. Wahl 

Limited, Suite 1101, 302 Bay Street, Toronto 105, Ontario, 

under the direct supervision of Registered Ontario Professional 

Engineers. W. G. Wahl Limited has been granted a Certificate 

of Authorization #244 to Practise Professional Engineering under 

the Ontario Professional Engineers Act 1968-1969.
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Line cutting under the supervision of T. S. Paquette, 

Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario, established slightly more than 

8.9 miles of line and was carried out during the period of 

January 27 through February 5, 1970. An east-west base line 

was established normal to the highway through the center of the 

claim group. North-south picket lines were cut at 400 foot 

intervals to the outside claim boundaries and stations were 

established at 100 foot intervals.

MAGNETOMETER SURVEY

Under the field supervision of D. G. Wahl, P.Eng., 

the vertical field magnetic intensities were recorded at fifty 

foot stations on all lines during the period of February l through 

February 7, 1970. The data were adjusted for diurnal and reduced 

to a local datum but may be raised to the earth's vertical field 

by the addition of 60,000 gammas. The corrected data are shown 

on the attached plans by station value and as a contoured inter 

pretation of these data. In excess of 936 station values were 

observed.

A Sharpe MF-1 Fluxgate magnetometer with a sensitivity 

of 10 gammas was employed to record the changes in the vertical 

magnetic field intensities.
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Intermediate and acidic volcanic flows and pyroclastic 

rocks trend southeast across these claims. Andesitic flows are 

marked by a low magnetic susceptibility with an intensity range 

of up to 400 gammas. Lenses or bands of andesitic tuffs or 

agglomerates have a slightly higher susceptibility with inten 

sities slightly in excess of 600 gammas. No rhyolite flows have 

been mapped and the acidic pyroclastic rocks are characterized 

by linear magnetic anomalies of up to 1500 gammas.

A small segment of a sedimentary iron formation was 

mapped in the southeast corner of the claims by magnetic 

intensities in excess of 20,000 gammas.

Basic dykes trending slightly west of north are 

mapped by magnetic intensities of up to 1,000 gammas.

An intrusive granite in the northwest corner of the 

claim group is marked by magnetic intensities of up to 1,500 

gammas. An aureole of magnetite metasomatism surrounding the 

granite caused an increase in the magnetic susceptibility of the 

adjacent volcanic rocks.

ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEY

Under the direction of D. G. Wahl, P.Eng., Ontario, 

an electrom. rnetic survey was completed over the established
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grid system and station values were observed at fifty foot 

intervals on all lines. Where extra definition was required, 

stations at twenty-five foot intervals were established. In 

excess of 936 stations were occupied and both the angle of dip 

and the field intensity were recorded.

During the period of February l through February 7, 

1970, a Crone Radam VLF EM survey unit was employed to carry out 

the electromagnetic survey. The VLF station at Seattle, Washington 

was used as the source of the signal which was measured. All 

observations were made with the operator facing west. The Radam 

VLF EM measured the inclination of the field to one degree (l 0 ) 

and to one percent ( iy0) of the total field strength. The total 

field strength was adjusted to a local datum and corrected for 

diurnal. The corrected field strength data are shown by station 

values and by a contoured interpretation of these values. The 

inclination or dip of the field is shown by profiles.

In general an increase in the field strength is

directly related to an increase in the conductivity of the under 

lying surficial debris and bedrock and is inversely related to 

the resistivity of the causative body. The glacial sediments and 

debris in Graystone Lake and in the valley northeast of the small 

pond in claim 246845 are conductive and give rise to higher than 

normal field strength intensities. The acidic pyroclastic rocks
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give rise to linear trending anomalous zones of up to twice 

background field intensities.

Four anomalous conductive zones thought to be caused 

by sulphide mineralization were mapped and will be discussed 

separately in a following section of this report.

GEOLOGY

The geophysical data extended the geology as mapped 

by Mr. Trowell of the Ontario Department of Mines. The inter 

mediate and acidic volcanic rocks which trend southeasterly 

across the claim group have been folded, faulted and intruded by 

igneous rocks. Attached is a sketch showing the geology as 

compiled.

Within the lower andesite formation the flows are massive 

and pillowed and the pyroclastic rocks are thin and discontinuous.

The acidic volcanic rocks appear to have been deposited 

with a slight disconformity on the andesite. Most of the acidic 

volcanic rocks are tuffs and agglomerates. It is thought that 

most of the units designated as rhyolite (2) are feldspar 

porphyry and that few rhyolitic flows occur. Some of the tuffs 

may resemble sediments.
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A faulted segment of an iron formation was mapped in 

the southeast corner of the claim group. Detail prospecting is 

required to verify the mode of occurrence of this formation.

A granite or monzonite intrudes the volcanic rocks 

in the northwest corner of the claims and it is exposed northwest 

of Graystone Lake on the shores of Ten Mile Lake.

At least three late diabase dykes trending west of 

north were mapped.

The volcanic series was gently folded along southeast 

trending axes.

An easterly trending fault offset and sheared the 

volcanic rocks. Subsequently, northeast trending faults uplifted 

the central block resulting in an apparent right hand movement 

of up to 1600 feet between the northwest block and the horst.
r

This fault appears to be a relatively clean, sharp break. The 

fault marking the southeastern edge of the horst has an apparent 

left hand movement of up to 800 feet. The dykes and granite 

appear to have been injected after the folding and faulting.

ANOMALY l and 1A

These anomalies extend easterly from the western claim 

boundary in an arcuate pattern marking the eastern limits of a

v' r

"l
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mineralized horizon within acidic pyroclastic rocks. This 

horizon aids in defining the axis of a syncline plunging to the 

west. Attached is a section showing the geophysical data, the 

inferred geology and the expected drill section.

A drill hole spotted at 11+60 South on line 0+00 East 

and drilled to the north at 45 0 for 500 feet would intersect the 

cause of the anomaly. If this hole returned favourable results 

a vertical hole and a hole inclined to the south at 45" would 

further define this conductive horizon.

ANOMALY 2

Anomaly two lies at the southern end of line 44-00 East. 

It is within acidic pyroclastic rocks on the south flank of a 

syncline. It is marked by a dip-angle cross-over and an EM field 

strength anomaly with no coincident magnetic relief. A drill 

hole located at 20+00 South on line 4+00 East and drilled to the 

south at 45 0 should intersect sulphide mineralization within a 

tuff between the depths of 200 and 250 feet.

ANOMALY 3

This anomaly located at 6+00 South on line 28+00 East, 

is the western extension of a conductive zone mapped on the 

adjacent property. The cause of the anomaly is probably a minera 

lized -pyroclastic horizon on the crest of an anticline plunging
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DIAMOND DRILLING

Hole

1

2

Coordinates

11+60 S/0+00 E 

20+00 S/4+00 E

45 0

45 0

Azimuth

North 

South

Length

500 feet 

400 feet

All of which is respectfully submitted.

Sincerely yours, 

W. G. WAHL LIMITE

to the west into the Daering claims. A joint hole along the
i

boundary with Win-Eldrich Mines, the owner of the adjacent claims, j
i*

may be the most economical method of determining the cause of 

this anomaly.

ANOMALY 4

Anomaly 4 trends easterly onto Daering's claim at 

8+50 North on line 0+00 East. The cause of this zone has less 

than 400 foot strike length, dips south and is thought to be 

caused by a weakly mineralized zone within acidic pyroclastic 

rocks.

DIAMOND DRILLING

It is recommended that 900 feet of diamond drilling be 

completed to determine the causes of Anomalies l and 2. The cost 

of this drilling is estimated at $9,000.00.
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W. G. WAHL LIMITED

CONSULTANTS] OfOLOCY . OrOPHYSICS 3O2 DAY STRtET . SUITE 11OI - TORONTO l . CANADA 

TELEPHONE 363-0761 - CABLE: WAHl.CO . TORONTO

CERTIFICATE

I, William George Wahl, of the City of Toronto, in 
the province of Ontario, hereby certify:

1. That l am a registered Professional Engineer 
and president of W. G. Wahl Limited, a company authorized under 
a Certificate of Authorization to practise Professional Engineering 
in the Province of Ontario in accordance with the provisions of 
the Professional Engineers Act 1968-1969.

2. That the office of W. G. Wahl Limited is located 
at 302 Bay Street, Toronto 105, Ontario, and that this company 
has been in operation more than fifteen years.

3.. That this company and its employees have no interest 
either directly or indirectly and I do not expect to receive any 
interest either directly or indirectly in this property or the 
securities of Daering Explorers Corporation Limited.

4.
the claims.

That this report is based upon work completed on

5. That this certificate applies to Claims #246833 
through and inclusive of #246835 and #246839 through and inclusive 
of #246845 in the Graystone Lake Area of the Patricia Mining 
Division.

DATED at Toronto, Ontario, this 16th day of April, 1970.

William George Wahl

m '~'
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Suite 1101, 302 Bay Street, 
900 Toronto 105, Ontario

April 16, 1970.

O

Mr. Larry F . Labow, President,
Daering Explorers Corporation
Limited,
Suite 701,
17 Queen Street East,
Toronto l, Ontario.

Dear Mr. Labow:

Submitted herewith is a summary of our report dated 
April 16, 1970:

GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS 
CLAIMS 246833-246835 AND 246839-246845

GRAYSTONE LAKE AREA 
PATRICIA MINING DIVISION 

ONTARIO

Ten claims lying south of Graystone Lake north of 
Sturgeon Lake were covered by ground magnetometer and 
electromagnetic surveys. Of the four zones of anomalous 
conductivity thought to be caused by sulphide mineralization 
within acidic pyroclastic rocks, two should be investigated 
by diamond drilling. The iron formation in the southeast 
corner of the claim group must be investigated by surface 
prospecting to determine its mode of origin.

It is recommended that 900 feet of diamond drilling 
be completed to determine the causes of these anomalies.

The cost of this drilling is estimated to be $9,000.00. 

All of which is respectfully submitted.

Sincerely yours,

W. G. WAUL LIMITED

si

W. G. Wahl
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W. G. WAHL LIMITED

CONSULTANTS! OEOLOOY . GEOPHYSICS 3O2 BAY STREET . EUITE 11OI . TORONTO 1 - CANADA 

TELEPHONE 363-6761 . CABLE: WAHLCO - TORONTO

April 16, 1970.

To The President b Directors, 
Daering Explorers Corporation 
Limited, 
Toronto, Ontario.

Gentlemen:

I hereby give my consent for publication of all 
my report on your Graystone Lake Claims, Ontario, dated 
April 16, 1970, or the Summary thereof.

Yours truly,

W. G. WAHL LIMITED

W. G. Wahl
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Type of Survey-

SPECIAL PROVISION 

ASSESSMENT WORK DETAILS 

Magnetometer
A separate (onn I* required for each type o! survey

T. S. Paquette Sault Ste. Marie, OntarioChief Line Cutter or Contractor-

Party Chief, 

Consultant -

Nome

D. G. Wahl
Addrett

;02 Bay Street, Toronto 105, Ont.
Name

W. G. Wahl
Address

302 Bay Street, Toronto 105, Ont.

COVERING DATES Line Cutting.
Marne Address

January 27 to February 5, 1970

Field Geology or 

Office

February l to February 7, 1970 

February 8 to April 16, 1970

INSTRUMENT DATA Make, Model and Type . Sharpe MF-1 Fluxgate

Scale Constant or Sensitivity—-ii!
Or provide copy of instrument data from Manufacturer*s brochure.

936 8 9Total Number of Stations Within Claim Group ———————Number of Miles of Line cut Within Claim Group-——!—

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED 

246833

246839

246842

246834

246840

246843

Geophysical Survey— .xS.,... Dnyn p*r Clnim

246835

246841

246844

246845

DATF /̂ S~*J*L *-"-'^

'J
(f '7/7.V '

' TfYTAi 10 claims

"J sirNFn ^-O^Y C }r^.dtf

Special provision credits do not apply to Radiometric Surveys.



SPECIAL PROVISION 

ASSESSMENT WORK DETAILS

Type nfs..rv*y E le c bromagne t ic__ ________________________________
A separate form U requited (or each type of lurvey

?- S. PaquetteSault Ste. Marie, OntarioChief Line Cutter or Contractor- 

Chief——-———————Party

Consultant

Nome
D. G. Wahl

Address
302 Bay Street, Toronto 105, Ont.

Nome

W. G. Wahl
Addreits

302 Bay Street, Toronto 105, Ont.

COVERING DATES Line Cutting.
Nome Address
January 27 to February 5, 1970

Field Geology or Geophysics February l to February 7, 1970 

Office -——-——————-February 8 to April 16, 1970

INSTRUMENT DATA Make, Model and Type
Crone Radam VLF-EM

c , . c . . .ocale Constant or sensitivity
l 0 of dip and 104 of field strength

Or provide copy of instrument data from Manufacturer's brochure.

Q -3 fi

TotalNumber of Stations Within Claim Group ———— Number of Miles of Line cut Within Claim fi

ASSESSMENT WORK CREDITS REQUESTED Geological Survey. .Days per Claim

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED 

246833

PATE.

246834

Geophysical Survey—JL2— Days per Claim

246835

246839

246842

246840 246841

246843 246844

246845

TYYTAI. 10 claims

7 sir. MI,n

Special provision credits do not apply to Radiometric Surveys.



PROJECTS SECTION

OMKXIIO

DEPARTMENT OF MINES AND NORTHERN AFFAIRS

TECHNICAL ASSESSMENT WORK CREDITS

PH F. 63.2833

Recorder Holder Larry F. Labpw 

Penassi Lake

Type of Survey and number of 
Assessment Days Credits per claim

GEOPHYSICAL Airborned Ground [x] 

Magnetometer .............ftp... .................days

Electromagnetic ..........2.Q................... days

Radiometric .......................................days

SECTION 84 (14) 

Special Provision

,..............days

Man days j _ j

NOTICE OF INTENT TO BE ISSUED

[~~j Credits have been reduced because of 
partial coverage of claims.

Credits have been reduced because of 
corrections to work dates and figures of 
applicant.

NO CREDITS have been allowed for the 
following mining claims as they were not 
sufficiently covered by the survey:

j |

Mining Claims

Pa. 246833 to 35 incl. 

246839 to 45 incl.

The Mining Recorder may reduce the aliovo credits if necesMry in order that the totjl nuinhfr 
of approved assessment djys recorded on each cljim docs not exceed the maximum mowed es 
follom: Ceophyticat - BO; Ceoloyical -- 40; Gcocliemic.il - 40;
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ff
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DEPARTMENT OF MINES AND NORTHERN AFFAIRS
MINING LANDS BRANCH

Kor*ub*r 16, 1970.

V. A* Bueb*n, 
Mininf Rteoixler, 
Court Houoo, 
Sioux Lookout, Oat*

D**r Siri

Minlni Claia Vo. fa. 21683J tt

Tha Ooopbyaical aasasawant work oradita aa abown on tba 
attaobad liat bar* bean cpprovad aa of tba data abova. 
Plaaaa infor* tba raeordad boldar and ao indieata on 
your racorda*

Toura vary truly,

rr*d V. Mattbtwa,

e. o. Ltrry f* Labow,
l* Htatboot* Av*., 
WiUowdal*, Ontario*

o.o. H* L. King,

S09 Rob*rtto* St., 
Kanora, Ont.

WHITNEY BLOCK,
QUEEN S PARK,

TORONTO 182. ONT
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SEE ACCOMPANYING 
MAP® IDENTIFIED AS

LOCATED IN THE MAP 
CHANNEL IN THE
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